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Editor-in-Chief

number of factors conspired against Oleksandr Usyk achieving anything of popular note
in 2018. Chief among them: He campaigned at cruiserweight, a weight class which, in the
United States at least, is largely ignored, if not outright belittled, for, among other things,
the ambiguous nature of its very name (what size, exactly, is a “cruiser?”); most of the
work was undertaken in participation with the World Boxing Super Series, which went untelevised and
consequently under-promoted in the U.S.; and he sports a space between his two front teeth large enough
to accommodate the navigation of a mini-van or some other such large, soul-crushing vehicle.
The commercial success of Michael Strahan notwithstanding, we tend to prefer our heroes’ orthodontia free of gaping abyss, lest we be forced to contemplate continuously the bottomless darkness to
which we all must return eventually. Thank goodness for gum shields.
Despite all this, Usyk is the RINGSIDE SEAT 2018 “Fighter of the Year” and not by a little. Over the
course of the year he bested Mairis Briedis, (W12), Murat Gassiev (W12) and Tony Bellew (KO 8), in the
process unifying all 117 cruiserweight “world” titles available to men who weigh 190 pounds or thereabouts during the 10-second or so period when they step on a scale the day prior to fighting. This was
no small feat; the combined record of the vanquished was 79-2-1 (57), and the two losses were Bellew’s.
Outside the context of the award, it is worth noting that the depth of Usyk’s talent is such that
his method of victory was varied in each win. He boxed and punched with equal alacrity in the close
win over Briedis; went virtually untouched in a masterclass exhibition against the feared Gassiev, and
blasted out poor Bellew with alarming suddenness. Versatility of this type suggests he will contend for
this honor again.

Usyk advances on Mairis Briedis in one of the best fights of the year.

Usyk toys with undefeated puncher Murat Gassiev on the way to a
decisive points win.

HONORABLE MENTION:
NAOYA INOUE, also a World Boxing Super Series alum but at bantamweight, wiped out Jamie McDonnell and Juan Carlos Payano in consecutive bouts.
Usyk joins a short list of gap-toothed stars that includes former NY
Giants defensive end-turned TV show host Michael Strahan and giant actor Richard Kiel, shown here doing a remarkable impression
of Usyk about 30 years before Usyk was born.

TYSON FURY came back from, well, everything, to a seeming win over Deontay Wilder in perhaps
the most inspirational fight of the year.

VASILIY LOMACHENKO stopped Jorge Linares and dominated Jose Pedraza, two of the best
lightweights in the world.

You know you hit hard when your opponent’s neck vanishes. Poor
Tony Bellew.

